How Do You Do?
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As Cerberus wrote about 'U' English, replying to How do you do with How do you do used
to be the case among some classes in England. (?ha?d?j??du?) or how-d'ye-do (?ha?d???du?).
noun. informal, old- fashioned. a difficult situation. This is a fine how-do-you-do. Collins
English Dictionary. Formal greetings. How do you do? is very formal and is not used very
much, especially by younger people, these days. It may be used on first meeting and. The
question â€œWhat do you do?â€• has basically become synonymous with â€œWho are
you?â€• There's a reason it almost always follows â€œWhat's your name?â€• in polite .
Somewhat archaic greeting. Was popular in England in polite society before the 50s. The
phrase is somthing of a non-sequiter - if read as written there's only. English[edit]. Alternative
forms[edit]. how-do-you-do, how-d'ye-do (noun) . how do you do (plural how do you dos).
(Britain, euphemistic) A difficult situation. How do you do definition is - hello â€”used
especially when one is first introduced to someone. How to use how do you do in a sentence.
What do you do is a way to ask someone what their job is or what they do for a living. It is a
polite question to ask when you first meet someone, or when you. how do you do. Play
how-do-you-do. How do you do? Licensed from iStockPhoto . idiom. How do you do is
defined as a polite greeting that you can use when. How Do You Do! is a pop rock song by
Swedish pop duo Roxette. It was released as the lead single from their fourth studio album
Tourism on 3 July . How Do You Do It? was the debut single by Liverpudlian band Gerry
and the Pacemakers. Love Me Do was their first single instead. The recording was.
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